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a b s t r a c t 

The growing interest in multi-functional metallic biomaterials for bone substitutes challenges the cur- 

rent additive manufacturing (AM, = 3D printing) technologies. It is foreseeable that advances in multi- 

material AM for metallic biomaterials will not only allow for complex geometrical designs, but also im- 

prove their multi-functionalities by tuning the types or compositions of the underlying base materials, 

thereby presenting unprecedented opportunities for advanced orthopedic treatments. AM technologies 

are yet to be extensively explored for the fabrication of multi-functional metallic biomaterials, especially 

for bone substitutes. The aim of this review is to present the viable options of the state-of-the-art multi- 

material AM for Ti-, Mg-, and Fe-based biomaterials to be used as bone substitutes. The review starts 

with a brief review of bone tissue engineering, the design requirements, and fabrication technologies 

for metallic biomaterials to highlight the advantages of using AM over conventional fabrication methods. 

Five AM technologies suitable for metal 3D printing are compared against the requirements for multi- 

material AM. Of these AM technologies, extrusion-based multi-material AM is shown to have the greatest 

potential to meet the requirements for the fabrication of multi-functional metallic biomaterials. Finally, 

recent progress in the fabrication of Ti-, Mg-, and Fe-based biomaterials including the utilization of multi- 

material AM technologies is reviewed so as to identify the knowledge gaps and propose the directions 

of further research for the development of multi-material AM technologies that are applicable for the 

fabrication of multi-functional metallic biomaterials. 

Statement of Significance 

Addressing a critical bone defect requires the assistance of multi-functional porous metallic bone sub- 

stitutes. As one of the most advanced fabrication technology in bone tissue engineering, additive manu- 

facturing is challenged for its viability in multi-material fabrication of metallic biomaterials. This article 

reviews how the current metal additive manufacturing technologies have been and can be used for multi- 

material fabrication of Ti-, Mg-, and Fe-based bone substitutes. Progress on the Ti-, Mg-, and Fe-based 

biomaterials, including the utilization of multi-material additive manufacturing, are discussed to direct 

future research for advancing the multi-functional additively manufactured metallic bone biomaterials. 

© 2020 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

.1. Bone tissue engineering 

Bone takes part in the key functions of the human body for lo-

omotion, protection of soft tissues and organs, and mineral home-
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stasis [1] . It has two basic structures ( Fig. 1 ): the inner part ( i.e. ,

he cancellous bone) also called spongy bone with 50–90% poros-

ty and the outer part ( i.e. , the cortical bone) also called compact

one with only ~10% porosity [2] . Due to the structural complexity

f bone at different length scales, its mechanical properties vary

ver wide ranges, with the compressive yield strengths between

.5 and 200 MPa and Young’s moduli between 0.5 and 20 GPa [3] .

Bone adapts to mechanical loading and heals itself when dam-

ged at a small scale through a dynamic process of remodeling,
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Fig. 1. The anatomy of bone (Reproduced with permission from [1] ). 
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through which old, microcracked bone is resorbed and replaced

by new bone [4] . Despite being able to regenerate, bone loss from

traumas or diseases often leads to non-unions and critical-size

bone lesions ( i.e. , > 5 cm, e.g. , in the femur and tibia [5] ). A

critical-size bony lesions is defined as a lesion that cannot be

healed naturally during the patient’s lifetime [6] . In such cases,

bone replacements are necessary. 

Until today, autografts, or bone replacements collected from

and implanted in the same person, remain the gold standard of the

clinical treatments of critical-size bony lesions [7] . However, the

volume of autografts that can be harvested to replace critical-size

bony lesions, for example, from the posterior iliac crest, is limited

to 33.82 cm 

3 [8] , while the volume of tibia defects may amount

to 122 cm 

3 [9] . Although allografts ( i.e. , bone replacements from

donors) can compensate the shortcomings of autografts, the risks

of disease transmission as well as immunogenic incompatibility

pose other types of challenges. Driven by the need to provide an

alternative bone replacement approach, bone tissue engineering,

which focuses on regenerating bone tissue using synthetic bio-

materials, has shown promising progress in the reconstruction of

large-scale bony lesions [10] . 

1.2. Metallic biomaterials for load-bearing bone substitutes 

Ideal synthetic biomaterials for bone substitutes must be bio-

compatible and designed to mimic the extracellular matrix of the

natural bone. They should provide bone regeneration environment,

facilitate complete bone regeneration, withstand dynamic mechan-

ical loading, and degrade along with the formation of new bone
11] . A successful bone substitute first allows mesenchymal stem

ells (MSCs) to adhere onto its surface and differentiate into bone

ells, followed by inward mineralization [12] . In the design of an

deal bone substitute, the mechanical properties, pore sizes, pore

istribution, porosity, surface characteristics, and biodegradability

f the biomaterial should all be taken into consideration. 

Synthetic bone substitutes can be made using metallic bio-

aterials, bioceramics, biopolymers, or composite biomaterials.

etallic biomaterials have been widely used for functional and

oad-bearing bone substitutes due to their mechanical proper-

ies that are superior to those of bioceramics, biopolymers and

omposite biomaterials. Most of bulk metals, however, are known

or having mechanical properties that are much higher than

hose of the native bone, which induces bone tissue resorption

fter implantation as a result of stress shielding [13] . But, the

xcessively high mechanical properties of metals can be tuned by

ncreasing their porosity. Increasing the porosity of metallic bio-

aterials cannot only reduce their mechanical properties but also

mproves their permeability for cells and nutrients and facilitates

ngiogenesis and bone ingrowth [14] . The porosity of metallic

iomaterials should be at least 50% while pore sizes > 300 μm are

ecommended to ensure better progress of the bone tissue regen-

ration process [15 , 16] . The porous design of metallic biomaterials

hould be tailored to ensure an optimum trade-off between the

echanical properties for load bearing and the porous structure

eeded for vascularization. 

In addition, the surface of metallic biomaterials must be osteo-

onductive to promote adhesion, proliferation, and differentiation

f the relevant cells such as MSCs. An osteoconductive surface
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an be obtained through generating certain surface character-

stics, such as surface roughness and curvature. As bone tissue

egeneration occurs more likely on concave surfaces as compared

o convex or planar surfaces, large concave surface curvatures are

referred for an enhanced growth rate [17] . Moreover, nanofea-

ures and surface nanotopography can also induce the osteogenic

ifferentiation of MSCs and encourage osteoblasts adhesion

18–20] . 

At the early stage of bone defect regeneration, the entire

echanical support relies on the implanted biomaterial. The

echanical integrity of the biomaterials should be sustained for

bout 3–12 weeks to support the upper limb healing process,

hile the lower limb requires approximately 12–24 weeks [21] . As

he regenerated bone slowly regains its strength, the biomaterial

s allowed to degrade gradually. Therefore, the biodegradation

ate of metallic bone substitutes should be adjusted such that

he loss in the load-bearing capacity of the implanted biomaterial

s balanced by the gain in the structural integrity of the bone.

urthermore, the biodegradation products must be delivered in

cceptable quantities and cytotoxicity levels to ensure that they

re tolerated by the human body. 

With all the requirements for ideal bone substitutes fulfilled,

he regeneration of bony lesions assisted by metallic biomateri-

ls could result in healthy and functional bone. To obtain such

deal biomaterials, advanced fabrication technologies that enable

he precise arrangement and control of complex geometries are

equired. 

.3. Fabrication technologies for metallic biomaterials used as bone 

ubstitutes 

Over the years, porous metallic biomaterials have been pro-

uced using conventional fabrication technologies, mostly based

n powder metallurgy, such as metal injection molding [22] or the

pace-holder method [23 , 24] . Even with the remarkable progress

ade in these fabrication technologies, certain limitations, such as

he impossibility to control the geometry and distribution of pores

recisely, as well as dimensional inaccuracies, remain. 

Additive manufacturing (AM) has recently emerged as a pow-

rful method for the fabrication of biomaterials, including metallic

iomaterials aimed for bone tissue regeneration [25] . AM technolo-

ies enable high-precision fabrication with high flexibility in the

nternal and external macro- and micro-architecture of orthopedic

mplants [26] . Through controlled AM fabrication processes, geo-

etrical and topological porous characteristics of metallic biomate-

ials can be precisely tuned, leading to improved bone-mimicking

echanical properties [27 , 28] , altered biodegradation kinetics

29 , 30] , enhanced bone tissue regeneration rates [31–33] and

he formation of an extensive, interconnected osteocyte lacuno-

analicular network [34 , 35] . However, some other properties, in-

luding hardness, wear resistance, anti-ferromagnetic properties, or

ntibacterial properties, cannot be simply adjusted through geo-

etrical design, as they require the adjustments of the properties

f the underlying base material(s) prior to AM processing. 

As for the biocompatibility, most metallic biomaterials have a

elatively low intrinsic osteogenic and osteoimmunomodulation

otential as compared with, for example, Ca-P-based bioceramics

36] . Their presence as foreign body objects is often a risk factor

or prolonged chronic inflammation [37] . The high surface area to

olume ratio of porous AM metallic biomaterials raises another

hallenge in preventing bacteria colonization. These issues are

urrently being addressed by taking an additional post-AM step of

urface biofunctionalization to add bioactive agents to the porous

urfaces in order to improve the performance of AM biomaterials

ncluding their osteogenic properties, and to prevent infection [38] .
The existing technologies for the fabrication of multi-functional

orous AM metallic biomaterials strongly rely on the availability of

re-alloyed materials and the post-AM surface biofunctionalization,

hus, being a two-step process. There is a strong need to upgrade

he AM technologies so that they can realize the desired spatial

istribution and bonding of multiple materials, thereby enabling

he in situ synthesis of multiple materials in one single AM process.

Utilizing multi-material AM technologies will enable the fab-

ication of multi-functional porous AM metallic biomaterials with

egion-specific performance such that the material types and

ompositions can be specifically placed at different scales within

he biomaterials design. The mechanical properties of porous

M metallic biomaterials, including hardness, can be realized, in

ccordance with those of cortical and trabecular bone by changing

ot only the porosity but also the material types or compositions.

nhanced osteoconductivity and antibacterial properties with 

ppropriate inflammatory responses can be obtained through the

ight compositions and distributions of bioactive agents on the

etallic surfaces. Varying the compositions and types of materials

hat have distinct biodegradation properties, for example, from

io-inert or slowly biodegrading biomaterials to fast biodegrading

aterials, will create complex profiles of biomaterials properties

ver time, as clinically required. 

Despite the fact that numerous properties of porous AM

etallic biomaterials can be improved by using multi-material

etallic AM technologies, the currently available literature on

hese technologies is relatively scarce [39] . Recent literature on

he AM technologies for bone tissue engineering is mainly focused

n the commercially available AM processes and the choices of

xisting biomaterials, including biocompatible metals [40–44] ,

nd geometrical and topological designs of porous AM metallic

iomaterials [45–49] in relation to their mechanical and biolog-

cal performance. Regarding the multi-material AM technologies,

ulti-material polymers are advancing the frontiers of multi-

aterial AM concepts due to the relative simplicity of the involved

rocesses and the compatibility of those materials with multiple

M technologies [50] . In situ multi-material AM for metals and

etal-ceramic composites have been mainly reviewed for indus-

rial applications, such as in aerospace and automotive applications

51–53] , but not specifically for biomedical applications. 

In this review, we present the prospects of using the currently

vailable metallic AM technologies for in situ or ex situ multi-

aterial fabrication of multi-functional Ti-, Mg-, Fe-based bone

ubstituting biomaterials. The key principle of each of the AM

echnologies as well as their its advantages and limitations for

ulti-material fabrication are described, analyzed, and compared.

ecent research on Ti-, Mg-, and Fe-based biomaterials and the

multi-material) AM technologies for these biomaterials is also

eviewed. Finally, the current challenges and future perspectives

n metallic multi-material AM technologies are provided. 

. Multi-material metallic AM technologies 

To build multi-functional porous AM metallic biomaterials

sing multi-material AM technologies, multiple materials must

e delivered during the fabrication processes, and strong bonding

etween biomaterials of different types or compositions must be

nsured. Multiple material delivery systems and their bonding

rocesses vary, depending on the particular AM technology used.

eeting these two requirements is essential for successful multi-

aterial fabrication, as they strongly influence the performance

f the resulting multi-materials, especially at the interfaces. Some

M technologies only allow the interchange (and bonding) of dif-

erent materials between layers to lead to the generation of planar

ulti-material interfaces, while others can deliver and bond any
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Fig. 2. Laser and ultrasonic multi-material AM for metals according to the process classifications of ASTM F2792-12a [54] : (a) powder bed fusion, (b) directed energy 

deposition, and (c) sheet lamination. 
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materials throughout the build to achieve complex multi-material

interfaces. 

There are 5 AM technologies, according to the ASTM F2792-12a

standard [54] , that are suitable for the fabrication of metallic

biomaterials, including powder bed fusion, directed energy deposi-

tion, sheet lamination, binder jetting, and material extrusion. Each

of these AM technologies has its own capabilities and limitations,

and may or may not meet the requirements for multi-material

fabrication. 

2.1. Powder bed fusion 

Powder bed fusion works by delivering a layer of metal powder

and then selectively melting or sintering the desired area by using

laser or electron beam. The process iteratively continues by low-

ering the build plate, spreading another metal powder layer over

the previous layer, and selectively melting or sintering this layer

and the layer(s) beneath. Selective laser melting (SLM) is the most

common powder bed fusion technology for fabricating metallic

biomaterials. This technology usually utilizes only one powder bed

dispensing system for one single metal powder, which makes the

fabrication process challenging to accommodate the in situ delivery

of multiple materials, unless a multi-material powder mixture is

prepared beforehand. By using blended metal or metal-ceramic

powder mixtures in the powder bed ( Fig. 2 a), multi-material SLM

has been applied for the multi-material fabrication of Ti-based

[53–64] and Mg-based [67–70] biomaterials. 

In situ multi-material SLM for Ti-based biomaterials enhanced

the hardness and wear resistance through the in situ reinforcement
f titanium with SiC [55] , Si 3 N 4 [56] , TiB 2 [57 , 58] , or hydroxya-

atite (HA) [59 , 60] . In addition, the in situ SLM of titanium with

o [61] , Nb [62 , 63] , and Ta [64] , improved biomechanical com-

atibility with bone in terms of elastic modulus, in comparison

ith the elastic moduli of pure Ti and Ti–6Al–4 V. Moreover, the

n situ alloying of Ti–6Al–4 V with Cu [65 , 66] has been shown

o upregulate the angiogenesis-related genes and demonstrate

ntibacterial properties. 

For Mg-based biomaterials, the in situ alloying of Mg with Zn

uring SLM [67] has been explored and the relationships between

g–Zn composition, defects, and mechanical characteristics have

een studied. In addition, pre-alloyed Mg-based biomaterials ( e.g. ,

K60 and Mg–3 Zn) have been in situ alloyed with rare earth

lements ( e.g. , Nd [68] and Dy [69] ) during SLM, for improved

orrosion resistance and prolonged biomaterials integrity. Fur-

hermore, the in situ alloying of ZK60 with Cu [70] has been

ound to provide the base alloy with antibacterial properties and

mproved the compressive strength. Furthermore, for Fe-based

iomaterials, SLM of pre-milled Fe and Mn powders enhanced the

iodegradation rate and mechanical properties of the iron [71 , 72] . 

To obtain the intended multi-functionality for the biomaterials,

ptimum SLM processing parameters must be selected to allow for

he sufficient diffusion of alloying elements into the base materials

55 , 56] . Tuning laser energy density, while avoiding the formation

f undesirable internal pores and excessive melting, is challenging

ue to the distinctly different thermal properties of multiple ma-

erials. Some alloying elements have very high melting points and

annot be completely melted and diffused, and as a result partially

elted material remains next to the matrix [62 , 64] . To bridge
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he gap in thermal properties, the particle size distributions of

ulti-material powders can be varied, with a higher melting point

aterial having smaller particle sizes [63] . In addition, post-AM

eat treatment may be necessary to improve the multi-material

iffusion and homogeneity in chemical composition [62] . Further-

ore, the delivery of multi-material powders to the powder bed

s an equally important aspect to ensure a uniform multi-material

istribution within the resultant biomaterial [64] . Since powder

ed fusion operates with high thermal energies, this AM process is

lso prone to high temperature gradients, which can cause cracks

nd distortions in the multi-material structure. 

Using powder bed fusion for building in situ multi-functional

M metals or metal-ceramic composites requires complex and

omprehensive process optimization to ensure proper selection of

he laser power and the other process parameters that have to be

ligned with the physical properties and powder characteristics

f each of the materials. In addition, the steps required for the

ecycling and reuse of the leftover materials in the powder bed

eed to be considered. 

.2. Directed energy deposition 

In directed energy deposition, a metallic material is delivered

n the form of powder or wire through a nozzle, which is then

elted by using thermal energy. Laser engineered net shaping

LENS) is the most common commercial process used for di-

ected energy deposition. This technology offers a straightforward

ulti-material delivery system through multiple nozzles and the

apability of in situ deposition and synthesis of different materials

o obtain multi-material gradients in the structure ( Fig. 2 b). In

ddition, compositionally graded structures can be produced by

epositing one material and gradually replacing that material

ith another. Using multi-material LENS, Ti-based biomaterials

ave been in situ alloyed with boron [73 , 74] or reinforced with

A (under a N 2 atmosphere) [75] , CaP [76] , Nb–Zr–Ta elemental

owders [77] , and Zr–BN [78] to improve the hardness and wear

esistance of the base biomaterial. Compositionally graded Co–

r–Mo coating on Ti–6Al–4 V surface [79] and TiO 2 coating on Ti

urface [80] have been fabricated to minimize the wear-induced

oosening of metal-on-metal implants. 

Similar to the laser-based multi-material AM processes based

n powder bed fusion, the vast differences in the thermal proper-

ies of multiple materials have to be comprehensively investigated,

n order to match these with the laser parameters and process

arameters to create multi-functional structures with no structural

r metallurgical defects. Despite the fact that directed energy de-

osition has the ability of in situ deposition of multiple materials,

his AM process is less suitable for fabricating structures with

ne geometries or hollow passages, which are often required for

omplex porous biomaterials designs [81] . Apart from that, this

echnology suffers from the common drawbacks of laser-based AM

rocesses, i.e. , high thermal gradients, which can induce residual

tresses and metallurgical defects. 

.3. Sheet lamination 

Sheet lamination is performed by stacking, bonding, and cut-

ing foil materials into a 3D structure, after which an additional

achining or milling process is required to make a specific

tructure. Ultrasonic consolidation is the most commonly used

echnique for bonding metallic foils [82–84] . Although the main

dvantages of this technology lie in the low operating temperature

nd the capability of producing large-scale structures at low costs,

his technology has not yet been reported for the fabrication of

ulti-materials for bone substitutes. 
Although sheet lamination accommodates simultaneous multi- 

le foil feeding, due to the stacking and bonding of foils ( Fig. 2 c),

ulti-material interfaces occur only in the planar direction. The

ajor drawback of this technology concerns the voids occurring

long the foil interfaces due to excessive and/or insufficient weld-

ng, surface roughness, or inaccuracy in the manual positioning

f the foils. Such defects create a low bonding strength between

he layers and increase the possibility of delamination, which

eads to poor mechanical properties of the resulting structure

nder shear and tensile loading. Considering the capabilities of

his technology, the sheet lamination technology is more suitable

or an embedded application, rather than multi-material AM for

orous bone-substituting biomaterials, where mechanical integrity 

s one of the most important criteria. 

.4. Binder jetting 

Binder jetting operates in a similar manner to powder bed fu-

ion, but instead of applying thermal energy to fuse metal powder

eedstock, an adhesive liquid is dispensed on the surface of the

owder bed, bonding powder particles to form a desired structure.

ince an adhesive liquid is delivered, the compatibility of the

inder with metal powders, as well as the bonding properties

re of great importance. Several types of adhesives are available,

uch as polymer binders, particle suspension inks, metallic salt

ompounds, and organometallic inks [85] . 

For multi-material binder jetting, a powder bed similar to the

ne required in powder bed fusion processes is utilized, meaning

hat this technology requires a carefully designed multi-material

owder handling system for the preparation of blended multi-

aterial powder prior to AM, as well as the systems for recycling

nd reusing the leftover powders after AM. Multi-material binder

etting with blended multi-material metal powders ( Fig. 3 a) has

een studied for porous Fe–Mn [86] and Fe–Mn–Ca [87] bioma-

erials to enhance the biodegradation rate of iron and to develop

nti-ferromagnetic properties. 

Porous binder-jetted biomaterials ( e.g. , Fe–Mn [86] and Fe–

n–Ca [87] ) are composed of adhesive-bound powders. As such,

ost-AM debinding and sintering are needed to remove the binder

nd subsequently fuse multi-material powder particles together.

ince the binder-jetted adhesive-bound porous structure is built

nside a powder bed, it is required to remove loose powder parti-

les from pores before post-AM heat-treatment, without damaging

he structural integrity of the biomaterial. If loose powder particles

nside pores are not completely removed, they will fuse into the

tructure during sintering, compromising the interconnectivity of

he pores and reducing the fidelity of the morphological properties

f the final biomaterial. The as-printed structure is usually cured

o strengthen the adhesive bonding [86] , then high-pressure air is

pplied to remove loose powder particles before sintering [86] . 

Although removing loose particles in a green structure is

emanding, there are no residual stresses created during the

inder jetting process, due to the absence of direct laser heating

nd rapid cooling during fabrication. However, post-AM sintering

auses structural shrinkage, as a consequence of binder decom-

osition and powder particle rearrangement and integration. As

n example, Fe–Mn–Ca biomaterials shrank about 11.7% in all

irections [87] . 

In summary, the application of binder jetting for the fabrication

f multi-functional porous AM metals or metal-ceramic composite

iomaterials not only requires intricate multi-material powder

andling systems before and after AM, but also necessitates some

teps to remove loose powder particles from the adhesive-bound

orous structure and to sinter the particles through a subsequent

ost-AM heat treatment. 
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Fig. 3. Adhesive multi-material AM for metals according to the process classifications of ASTM F2792-12a [54] : (a) binder jetting and (b) material extrusion. 
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2.5. Material extrusion 

Extrusion-based AM technology works by continuously pushing

metal or ceramic powder-based feedstock through a nozzle or

nozzles to build a 3D structure layer by layer. The feedstock

materials should have viscoelastic properties that enable them to

flow through the nozzle, solidify immediately upon extrusion, and

maintain the shape even when they are stretched over the space of

the underlying layers [88] . The feedstock materials can be designed

to comprise powdered materials of various compositions mixed

with a polymer binder. The compatibility of the feedstock material

with the binder should avoid undesired interactions during mix-

ing, extrusion, debinding, and even sintering. For multi-material

AM purposes, more than one nozzle can be integrated to deliver

different f eedstock materials and achieve complex multi-material

interfaces within the structure. Alternatively, one feedstock of

multi-material can be prepared and delivered through one single

nozzle. 

Material extrusion with blended multi-material powder-based

feedstock ( Fig. 3 b) has been pursued [89–91] , since it has no

drawbacks inherent to the laser-based AM technologies that

were described earlier, such as residual stresses, cracks, dis-

tortions, and even metallurgical defects. Using this technique,

Fe-based biomaterials ( e.g. , Fe-CaSiO 3 ) has been realized for

bone cancer treatment as well as for regenerating cortical bone

defects [89] . The extruded Fe-CaSiO 3 composite is composed

of an adhesive-bound multi-material powder mixture, which

requires post-AM debinding and sintering. Since the adhesive-

bound structure is not built in the powder bed, it saves the

powder handling steps of recycling and reusing multi-material

powder, as well as the post-AM step to remove loose powder

particles. 

The main limitation of this technology lies in the printing res-

olution, which is strongly dependent on the powder particle size

and the nozzle diameter. In addition, building a part with a large

aspect ratio and an overhanging structure can only be achieved

by controlling the composition of the feedstock and its rheological

properties in order to ensure consistent flow and fast solidifi-

cation. Designing suitable multi-material feedstock is the most

crucial step to achieve complex structures with multi-material
interfaces. c  
.6. Selection of multi-material AM technologies for the fabrication of 

ulti-functional metallic bone substitutes 

Choosing a suitable multi-material AM technology for fabri-

ating multi-functional porous metallic biomaterials requires a

omprehensive knowledge of the capabilities and limitations of

ach of the processes described earlier. The basic requirements

or a multi-material AM technology concern the capabilities of

elivering multiple materials, achieving complex multi-material

nterfaces, and ensuring strong bonding between the materials of

ifferent types and compositions. 

With respect to the material delivery systems that influence the

ulti-material interaction, three systems have been implemented

n AM technologies, namely powder bed dispensers, nozzles, and

oil material delivery systems. The AM processes based on powder

ed fusion, binder jetting, directed energy deposition, and material

xtrusion allow for the building of complex multi-material inter-

aces, while sheet lamination can only create planar multi-material

nterfaces. 

Moreover, the cost effectiveness in relation to the material

elivery system is another issue to address. Using a powder bed

ispensing system to build complex multi-material interfaces

equires an advanced powder handling system to allow for the

ecycling and reuse of multi-material powder mixtures. A post-AM

tep is needed to remove the unbound or unmolten powder parti-

les entrapped in the pores of structures. This step is demanding,

specially for binder jetting, as the as-built structure is bound only

y an adhesive material and is, thus, vulnerable. Multi-material

eposition using nozzles in material extrusion and directed energy

eposition processes is capable of controlling the quantity of the

aterials needed, while recycling and reusing the powder or a

ost-AM step of removing loose powder particles are not required.

ozzles are, therefore, a more suitable material delivery means for

ulti-material AM. 

In addition to the material delivery system, bonding between

ultiple materials is of critical importance for the performance

f multi-functional porous AM metallic biomaterials. Two mate-

ial bonding approaches are usually used in multi-material AM

echnologies including direct heating by laser or adhesive bonding

y using a binder, followed by post-AM heat treatment. The

hosen type of bonding also determines the final microstructure
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f the multi-material. Using direct heating in powder bed fusion

nd directed energy deposition processes enables the in situ AM

f multi-materials. This approach, however, requires advanced

rocess control and management, due to the integration of laser

nergy into the AM machine and the vast differences in ther-

al properties between multiple materials. Adhesive bonding in

inder jetting and material extrusion, on the other hand, is only

apable of the ex situ AM of multi-materials and requires post-AM

ebinding and sintering. The biocompatibility of the residual

inder entrapped inside the multi-material structure may be an

mportant issue to consider. 

AM using direct heating usually produces mechanically stable

tructures. However, there is a risk of having high thermal gra-

ients and metallurgical mismatch, which may induce residual

tresses or structural defects. Furthermore, this is a challenging

pproach for fabricating metals with low boiling points and

igh vapor pressures. On the other hand, the post-processing of

dhesive-bound AM structures is usually conducted in a homoge-

ously heated furnace, which allows the materials to diffuse slowly

nd bond strongly through sintering. Although sintering leads to

he shrinkage of the structure, this can be compensated for during

he design phase and minimized during fabrication. In addition,

he parameters of the sintering processing can be optimized to

ield high-density structures, which presents an opportunity to

abricate not only porous but also fully dense biomaterials for

one substitutes. Based on the advantages and disadvantages

f each of bonding approaches, adhesive bonding followed by

intering seems to be a better choice for multi-material bonding. 

Comparing the five available multi-material AM technologies,

aterial extrusion appears to be the most straightforward option

or multi-material fabrication of multi-functional bone substituting

iomaterials [89] . Material extrusion is capable of building multi-

aterial interfaces. Moreover, material extrusion does not directly

eat the feedstock materials to fuse the multiple materials, making

t less probable to create metallurgical defects in the structure.

n addition to Fe-CaSiO 3 scaffolds that were aimed for bone

ubstitutes [89] , multi-material extrusion AM has been applied

o fabricate materials for other types of application including

ydroxyapatite-based surgical biomaterials, graphene-based ma- 

erials for biomedical electronic devices, and other multi-element

aterials systems such as Fe–Ni–Cr, Al–Mg–Cr–Fe and Ag–Cu for

arious applications [90–94] . 

. Biomaterials for multi-functional metallic bone substitutes 

An ideal metallic biomaterial for bone substitutes should not

nly be biocompatible and fulfill the design requirements in

eometry, but also have mechanical and biological functionalities

hat are needed for bone replacement and regeneration. In the

ase of the bone substitutes aimed for permanent load-bearing ap-

lications, long-term mechanical properties, corrosion resistance,

nd osseointegration are the most important factors to consider.

owever, for temporary bone repair applications, biodegradability,

hort-term mechanical integrity, and biological functionalities for

steosynthesis are the critical considerations. 

For bone substitutes to achieve multiple functionalities, more

han one material is often needed. The concept of multi-material

ynthesis and processing for improved physical characteristics,

hemistry, and mechanical performance, which may be achieved

hrough powder metallurgy, and for enhanced biological per-

ormance such as cell attachment through surface modification,

as been established long before the development of multi-

aterial AM technologies. Therefore, developing multi-material

ompositions specifically suitable for AM technologies requires

ulti-disciplinary knowledge about the intrinsic properties of each

f the materials and the understanding of the interactions between
ifferent materials in order to meet the functional requirements of

he synthesized biomaterials aimed to be used as bone substitutes.

In this section, recent progress in developing Ti-, Mg-, and

e-based biomaterials for bone substitutes, including advances in

multi-material) AM technologies applied for the development of

ermanent or temporary bone replacements, is reviewed. 

.1. Ti-based biomaterials 

Titanium and its alloys are promising biomaterials for perma-

ent bone replacement due to their biocompatibility, lightweight,

igh strength, and superior corrosion resistance. To be able to

se them as long-term bone replacements, titanium and its alloys

hould possess bone-mimicking mechanical properties, which can

e obtained through the optimization of the geometry of the

orous structure and realized using AM technologies ( Fig. 4 a)

95–101] . Porous Ti-based bone substitutes also improve osseoin-

egration and can be made patient-specific ( Fig. 4 b) [102] , which

s essential for preventing implant failure due to inadequate

ntegration of the implant into the surrounding bony environment.

In craniofacial and orthopedic applications, patient-specific AM

i-based implants have shown remarkable improvements over

ther alternatives, since they are fabricated to fit precisely into

ony defects. This is beneficial, since it reduces the probability of

mplant failure due to loosening. In a six-month follow-up of a

ustom-designed AM titanium implant for a large skull defect, no

omplications were observed [103] . In addition, a clinical study

n 21 patients with custom-made AM Ti–6Al–4 V implants during

 follow-up of 6–24 months demonstrated osseointegration and

kull symmetry [104] . For orthopedic applications, patient-specific

M titanium implants were reported to be effective with no com-

lications, when replacing distal tibia bone defects with multiple

ractures in the foot and talus [105] . Furthermore, a success rate

f 86.7% has been reported in a 22 month follow-up study on 15

atients treated with patient-specific AM titanium implants for

oot ankle deformity corrections and arthrodesis procedures [106] .

verall, AM patient-specific designs improved the mechanical

tability of Ti-based implants. 

Surface biofunctionalization of AM porous Ti-based bioma-

erials have been performed to improve their bioactivity and

nduce antibacterial properties to prevent implant-associated in-

ections. The integration of Ca and P elements and immobilized Ag

anoparticles into the surface of porous AM Ti–6Al–4V implants

 Fig. 4 c) has been demonstrated to afford AM biomaterials with

ntibacterial properties against methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus 

ureus (MRSA), while stimulating the growth of human MSCs [38] .

oreover, the surface bioactivity of AM porous Ti–6Al–4V bioma-

erials has been shown to be enhanced with the incorporation

f Sr, which induces more bone formation and stimulates bony

ngrowth [107] . 

While pure titanium and Ti–6Al–4V dominate the research on

i-based AM biomaterials, in situ multi-material AM of Ti-based

iomaterials using the powder bed fusion [ 55–66 ] and directed

nergy deposition [73–80] techniques have led to improved prop-

rties and functionalities, including improved hardness and wear

esistance, lower values of elastic modulus, tunable fracture tough-

ess, and enhanced biocompatibility. These improvements have

een achieved through phase changes, grain refinement, precipita-

ion of second phases, and reinforcement by a second component. 

The in situ SLM of Ti powders with SiC (in a molar ratio of 8:3)

nd Si 3 N 4 (in a molar ratio of 9:1) has been reported to result

n viable TiC-Ti 5 Si 3 and TiN-Ti 5 Si 3 composites [55 , 56] . During

he process, both TiC and TiN phases were formed through a

issolution/precipitation mechanism and subsequent grain growth 

55 , 56] . The TiC phase reached the most refined dendritic mor-

hology and a dendritic trunk length of 4.5 μm, at a laser power
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Fig. 4. AM of Ti-based biomaterials. (a) Porous AM Ti–6Al–4V biomaterials with triply periodic minimal surfaces (1.5 mm unit cells; cylindrical specimens with a height of 

20 mm and a diameter of 15 mm). (Reprinted from [100] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry). (b) A patient-specific implant fabricated using SLM based on 

computed-tomography (CT) images (Reprinted with permission from [102] ). (c) Surface-biofunctionalized AM porous Ti–6Al–4V integrates (i) Ag nanoparticles on the surface 

and (ii) significantly reduces the number of MRSA ex vivo , while (iii) increasing the viability of human MSCs in vitro, as compared with the non-treated surface (calcein 

acetoxymethyl and ethidium homodimer-1 stain). (Reprinted from [38] with permission from Elsevier). 
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of 80 W and a scanning speed of 0.2 m/s ( Fig. 5 a) [55] . The TiN

phase exhibited an optimum refined near-round morphology at a

laser energy density of 5 kJ/m and a scanning speed of 0.2 m/s

[56] . As a result of the grain refinement strengthening, the TiC-

i 5 S 3 composites achieved a lower friction coefficient of 0.2 as

compared to pure Ti (~1.3) and a microhardness value of 980.3 HV,

which is three times higher than that of pure Ti [55] . Similarly,

the TiN-Ti 5 S 3 composites had an improved, uniform wear rate of

6.84 × 10 -5 mm 

3 /Nm with a low friction coefficient of 0.19 [56] . 

Moreover, the fine eutectic TiB grains formed through the in

situ dissolution of Ti and B and subsequent precipitation were

distributed along the Ti grain boundaries ( Fig. 5 b). The in situ

LENS Ti-TiB composites made of pure Ti and 1.6 wt% B powders

enabled the design of a quasi-continuous network microstructure
hen fabricated with 200 W laser power [73] . The homogenous

icrostructure of the Ti-TiB composites led to a greater hardness

alue of 392.6 HV and better wear resistance with a wear rate

f 2.4 × 10 -3 mm 

3 /Nm as compared to those of pure Ti (345.5

V and 6.1 × 10 -3 mm 

3 /Nm, respectively) [74] . In addition, the in

itu SLM of Ti-6Al-4V with 3 wt% TiB 2 powders fabricated using a

aser power of 240 W created needle-like TiB grains of 0.5–1 μm

n size. The Ti-6Al-4V-TiB composites possessed two times higher

ear resistance compared with the Ti-6Al-4V alloy [57] . 

A series of in situ SLM trials to reinforce pure titanium with

 − 5 wt% HA (nano-sized) under different process conditions re-

ulted in varied microstructures ( Fig. 5 c) and improved microhard-

ess and nanohardness values [59] . However, the fracture tough-

ess of the composites decreased from 3.41 MPa m 

1/2 to 0.88 MPa
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Fig. 5. Microstructure of multi-functional AM Ti-based biomaterials. (a) The dendrite-shaped TiC grains on TiC–Ti 5 Si 3 composites vary in size, when fabricated with different 

laser scanning parameters (Reprinted from [55] with permission from Elsevier). (b) A uniform distribution of eutectic TiB grains on Ti–TiB composites is obtained at a higher 

laser power (Reprinted from [73] with permission from Elsevier). (c) The grain refinement of Ti–HA composites occurs as the HA content increases (Reprinted from [59] with 

permission from Elsevier). (d) In situ AM of Ti and Ta transforms the α phase Ti into the β phase, lowering the Young’s modulus of Ti, while modifying its grain morphology 

(Reprinted from [64] with permission from Elsevier). 
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1/2 as the HA content increased [60] . The reduced toughness was

ue to the formation of the fragile CaTiO 3 and Ti 5 P 3 phases that

re susceptible to crack initiation and propagation. Nevertheless,

he toughness of the Ti-HA composites was still in the range of

hose reported for the native trabecular bone. Additionally, the in

itu LENS of Ti-6Al-4V with 5 wt% HA [75] and pure Ti with 10 wt%

aP [76] resulted in significant ( i.e. , up to 95%) improvements in

ear resistance. In in situ Ti–6Al–4V-HA and Ti-CaP composites,

he CaTiO 3 and Ca 3 (PO 4 ) 3 phases were developed, which formed a

ribological layer protecting the biomaterial surface [75 , 76] . 

Apart from hardness and wear resistance, the in situ formation

f β-phase Ti alloys ( Fig. 5 d) is also desired to improve the match

etween the elastic moduli of Ti-based biomaterials and the bone.

n situ SLM using blended elemental powders of Ti–6Al–4V–10Mo

61] , Ti–40.5Nb [63] , Ti–35Nb [62] and Ti–50Ta [64] (in wt%) have

een shown to result in significantly decreased elastic moduli

anging between 73 and 84.7 GPa as compared with α-phase

ure Ti or dual-phase Ti–6Al–4V (105 − 120 GPa). In addition,

he β-phase Ti alloy (Ti–35Nb–7Zr–5Ta) fabricated through in

itu LENS of elemental powders has been found to demonstrate

 higher trans-passive potential of > 5 V, confirming its superior

orrosion resistance when compared to pure titanium ( i.e. , ~1.5 V)

77] . A higher trans-passive potential can be attributed to higher

b  
dherent oxides including not only TiO 2 but also Nb 2 O 5 , Ta 2 O 5 ,

nd ZrO 2 that are developed on the alloy surface as the alloy is

orroded [77] . 

Regarding the biological performance, in situ SLM Ti–6Al–4V–Cu

ade from Ti–6Al–4V and 6 wt% Cu powders not only maintained

 high in vitro proliferation rate and alkaline phosphatase (ALP)

ctivity ( Fig. 6 a–b), but also controlled the inflammatory responses

66] . Macrophages were found to be less active on the surfaces

ontaining Cu and the pro-inflammatory cytokine of IL-6 was

ignificantly suppressed ( Fig. 6 c-d) [66] . Furthermore, in situ

i–6Al–4V–6Cu allowed the proliferation of human umbilical vein

ells (HUVECs) and remarkably upmodulated the angiogenesis-

elated gene expressions of VEGF-A ( Fig. 6 e–f) [66] . The inclusion

f 6 wt% Cu also demonstrated antibacterial properties against E.

oli and S. aureus ( Fig. 6 g–h) [65] . 

AM Ti-based alloys have displayed a promise for the treatment

f critical bone defects. The state-of-the-art in situ multi-material

M using powder bed fusion and directed energy deposition has

emonstrated the ability to develop multi-functional Ti-based bio-

aterials. Most of the abovementioned studies on multi-material

M Ti-based materials were focused on the improvements in mi-

rostructure and mechanical characteristics, leaving a large scope

or validation in terms of biocompatibility. Further research should

e conducted to clarify the achievable multi-functionalities that
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Fig. 6. Biological performance of in situ AM Ti–6Al–4V–6Cu in terms of osteogenic response, inflammatory response, angiogenesis, and antibacterial properties (Reprinted 

from [65 , 66] with permission from Elsevier). (a) The viability of osteoblasts and (b) ALP activity on Ti–6Al–4V–6Cu are comparable to those of Ti–6Al–4V. (c) Macrophages 

are less active on Ti–6Al–4V–6Cu and (d) demonstrate a lower degree of expression of pro-inflammatory IL-6 markers. (e) HUVECs show a well-spread morphology on Ti–

6Al–4V–Cu and (f) upregulate the expression of angiogenesis-related VEGF-A [66] . (g) Ti–6Al–4V–6Cu significantly reduces the number of E. coli and S. aureus in vitro culture 

in Petri dish (h) with an antibacterial rate of 99.99% [65] . The osteoblasts, macrophages, and HUVECs were stained using phalloidin (red) and 4 ′ ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole 

(blue). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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also include the biocompatibility of additional alloying elements

and the constituents that are formed in the multi-material Ti

environment. 

3.2. Mg-based biomaterials 

Magnesium and its alloys have been extensively studied for

temporary bone fixation devices and have been reported to have

a great potential for applications in low load-bearing bone sub-

stitution [108] . The elastic modulus of magnesium is relatively

low, which aids in preventing mechanical failure due to stress

shielding. Moreover, the biodegradability of Mg provides it with a

unique potential for temporary bone replacement. 

Mg-based biomaterials are expected to maintain mechanical

integrity at the early stage of bone healing and to be eventually re-

placed by de novo bone tissue [109] . Magnesium degrades rapidly

and releases hydrogen, which can be problematic. For example,
xcessive hydrogen gas creates mechanical interferences during

one healing. Additionally, the diffusion of hydrogen into subcu-

aneous tissue can lead to imbalance in blood parameters [110] ,

hich is why the biodegradation rate of Mg should be controlled. 

Surface biofunctionalization of bulk Mg alloys has been

erformed to improve their mechanical integrity during biodegra-

ation and to enhance their biocompatibility [109] . Coating Mg

lloys with Ca–P [111 , 112] , and Si [113] provides these alloys with

rotective layers that reduce their corrosion rates and prevent

ignificant mechanical losses at an early stage. These surface

odifications also contribute to enhancing bone growth during

iodegradation. Another approach to controlling the biodegra-

ation rate of Mg-based biomaterials is to alloy Mg with rare

arth (RE) elements. The addition of RE elements, such as Dy

114] , Gd [115] , Nd [116] , and Y [117 , 118] to magnesium through

onventional powder metallurgy methods has been commonly

sed to improve its corrosion resistance. 
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Fig. 7. Mg-based biomaterials: In vivo test and clinical study. (a) Histological images with Levai-Laczko staining show the distinct in vivo biodegradation profiles of ZX50 

and WZ21 (two Mg alloy specimens with a cylindrical shape, a diameter of 1.6 mm and a length of 8 mm) for up to 36 weeks (Reprinted from [118] with permission 

from Elsevier). WZ21 presents a combination of an appropriate degradation rate, mechanical integrity, and enhanced bone tissue regeneration performance. (b) Complete 

biodegradation of Mg-Ca-Zn screws (with a diameter of 2.3 mm and a length of 14 mm) and the regeneration of distal radius fracture after 12 months of implantation 

(Reproduced from [120] ). 
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An in vivo study, comparing fast and slowly degrading Mg-

ased biomaterials of ZX50 and WZ21 ( Fig. 7 a), was performed

n rat femurs for up to 36 weeks to evaluate their biodegradation

rofiles and biocompatibility [118] . ZX50 that contained no RE

lements had a rapid biodegradation profile. The deterioration of

he mechanical integrity occurred in the first week and complete

iodegradation occurred in 16 weeks. As a consequence, bone

ealing was disturbed due to massive hydrogen release ( i.e. ,

270 mm 

3 daily) [118] . In contrast, WZ21 that contained the rare

arth element Y could maintain its mechanical integrity for up to

 weeks. The daily release of approximately 130 mm 

3 hydrogen

as did not interrupt the bone healing process. Enhanced bone for-

ation was observed on the surface of WZ21 specimens, implying

he osteogenic properties of the biomaterial. When compared to

X50, WZ21 was able to combine both good mechanical integrity

nd biocompatibility with an appropriate corrosion rate suitable

or bone regeneration [118] . 

The developments of Mg-based biomaterials with a controlled

iodegradation profile and bone-mimicking mechanical properties

ave encouraged surgeons to consider the prospects of biodegrad-

ble implants for clinical applications. Currently, there are three

g-based bone screws available in the market made from the

lloys Mg–Y–RE–Zr [119] and Mg–Ca–Zn [120] as well as pure Mg

121] . 

Clinical trials on bone screws made from the Mg–Y–RE–Zr alloy

ave shown therapeutic results that are comparable to titanium

crews in terms of the American Orthopedic Foot and Ankle Score

AOFAS) for hallux, the range of motion for the metatarsopha-

angeal joint, and pain assessment for hallux valgus osteotomies

119] . In addition, the screws made from Mg–Y–RE–Zr showed high

egrees of osseointegration after 6 months, with no revision surg-

ries required. In a different study, Mg–Ca–Zn screws successfully

xed the distal radius fractures of 53 patients [120] . Acceleration

f bone healing was reported due to the accumulation of Ca on

he screws during biodegradation. Complete bone regeneration

as achieved within one year along with the biodegradation of
ntire screws ( Fig. 7 b). Furthermore, pure Mg screws were utilized

or the treatment of 23 patients with osteonecrosis in the femoral

ead [121] . The Mg screws demonstrated good fixation during

iodegradation and promoted osteogenesis. 

Despite the positive clinical progress of bulk Mg screws, the

tilization of the AM technology for magnesium alloys is challeng-

ng due to the intrinsic properties of magnesium that has a high

xygen affinity, a low boiling point, and a high vapor pressure.

ndeed, there is only one comprehensive study on the in vitro

iodegradation behavior and the evolution of the mechanical

roperties of the laser-based AM porous WE43 magnesium alloy

uring in vitro biodegradation [29] . The porous AM WE43 Mg

lloy, fabricated using SLM, was designed to have a topologically

rdered open-cell structure for enhanced interactions with the

urrounding cells and tissue. The AM WE43 Mg alloy was able to

reserve ~80% of its volume ( Fig. 8 a) and maintain its mechanical

roperties at a level of the mechanical properties of trabecular

one for up to four weeks of in vitro biodegradation in a revised

imulated body fluid ( Fig. 8 b-c) [29] . 

Utilizing adhesive-based AM processes for Mg-based bioma-

erials is challenging as well, as the polymer binder and solvent

onstituents have to be compatible with magnesium. Recent devel-

pments of solvent capillary-driven techniques using binder jetting

ave helped in minimizing the metallurgical complexities involved

n the AM of Mg alloys [122] . The framework involves only a

olvent to interact with the outermost layer of magnesium powder

articles ( i.e. , MgO), forming a strong interparticle capillary-bond

hat assembles powder particles into a 3D structure ( Fig. 8 d-e). In

he absence of polymer, prior to post-AM sintering, a debinding

tep is not required and the solvent will decompose during the

intering process. The AM process utilizing the binderless capillary-

ond approach has been shown to result in a Mg–Zn–Zr alloy with

.3 g/cm 

3 density, 27% apparent porosity, and 18.4 GPa of elastic

odulus mimicking the human cortical bone ( Fig. 8 f) [123] . 

In addition, several studies on in situ multi-material AM of Mg-

ased biomaterials have been conducted using the SLM technology
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Fig. 8. AM of Mg-based biomaterials. SLM WE43 with a topologically-ordered open porosity (cylindrical scaffold specimens with a diameter of 10 mm and a height of 

11.2 mm) shows (a) negligible structural disintegration after 4 weeks of in vitro biodegradation and (b) maintains its Young’s modulus and (c) yield strength in the range of 

the mechanical properties of trabecular bone (Reprinted from [29] with permission from Elsevier). A capillary-mediated binderless AM ZK alloy in (d) the green condition, 

with (e) a SEM micrograph of the bonding bridge between ZK particles. (f) The subsequent post-AM heat-treatment enables fine-tuning of the mechanical properties of the 

AM ZK alloy based on the adjustment of sintering parameters (Reprinted from [123] with permission from Elsevier). 
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with blended powders to achieve high relative density Mg alloys,

controlled biodegradation rates, improved strengths, and antibac-

terial properties. In situ AM of binary Mg–Zn alloys with variations

in the composition of the Zn powder was performed to understand

the mechanical characteristics of the resulting materials [67] . Inter-

estingly, only the Mg–1Zn alloy could reach a high relative density

of 99.35% with almost no defects. As the Zn content increased from

2 to 12 wt%, the Mg–Zn alloys suffered from solidification cracking

due to the presence of solidification shrinkage stresses that tore

the liquid films composed of eutectic liquid phases. Among the in

situ SLM binary Mg–Zn alloys ( Fig. 9 a), the Mg–1Zn alloy exhibited

the best mechanical properties with a hardness value of 50 HV, an

ultimate tensile strength of 148 MPa, and an elongation value of

11%, which were similar to those of cast Mg–1Zn counterparts [67] .

Furthermore, a series of in situ SLM experiments with pre-

alloyed ZK60 added with 1.8 − 5.4 wt% rare earth Nd powder

demonstrated an optimum biodegradation rate of 1.56 mm/year,

with the in situ formed alloy containing 3.6 wt% Nd [68] . The

enhanced corrosion resistance of the ZK60-3.6Nd alloy was at-

tributed to the formation of fine Mg–Zn–Nd intermetallic phases

along the α-Mg grain boundaries ( Fig. 9 b), which created tight

junctions that prevented the propagation of corrosion. With a

higher Nd concentration ( i.e. , 5.4 wt%), however, more Mg–Zn–Nd

intermetallic phases were formed and more sites of galvanic

corrosion occurred, which counteracted the beneficial effects from

grain refinement and increased the corrosion rate [68] . In another

research, the in situ addition of 0.4 wt% Cu to ZK60 during SLM

resulted in a ZK60–0.4Cu alloy whose degradation rate was similar

to ZK60, ( i.e. , 1.01 mm/year) but exhibited antibacterial properties

as well ( Fig. 9 c–d) [70] . The addition of Cu also resulted in an
nhanced compressive strength up to 158.3 ± 5.1 MPa, due to

niformly distributed Mg–Zn–Cu phases and grain refinement

trengthening. 

In conclusion, several studies focusing on the biodegradable

ehavior and mechanical integrity of Mg-based biomaterials have

een performed. The clinical trials of Mg-based bone screws have

hifted the paradigm of corrosion resistance towards a new per-

pective of temporary bone fixation implants. Following the pos-

tive outcomes, the research on (multi-material) AM technologies

or Mg-based biomaterials is now advancing. Even though a few

esearch groups have successfully produced (multi-material) AM

g alloys [67–70] , more studies are required to better understand

nd control the AM processes and the biodegradation profiles,

echanical integrity, and biocompatibility of these materials. 

.3. Fe-based biomaterials 

Iron and its alloys have been studied for temporary load-

earing bone replacements. They combine biodegradable behavior

ith high mechanical strength and ductility [124] . As compared

o Mg-based materials, Fe-based biomaterials have the advantage

f not releasing hydrogen as they degrade. Their biodegradation

roducts, being not completely dissolvable in physiological so-

utions, have been found to hinder the release of iron ions and

low down the biodegradation process [125] . In addition, the

erromagnetic nature of iron may need to be altered prior to using

t for the fabrication of imaging-friendly implantable devices. 

Various methods including alloying with Mn or noble metals

nd reinforcing with bioceramics through powder metallurgy

echniques have been investigated to accelerate the biodegradation
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Fig. 9. Multi-functional AM Mg-based biomaterials. (a) The mechanical properties of in situ SLM of binary Mg–Zn alloys, where a high relative density is only achieved 

through the in situ alloying of Mg–1Zn (the scale bars labeled with a length of 500 μm) (Reprinted from [67] with permission from Elsevier). (b) A schematic illustration of 

a controlled biodegradation profile due to the formation of Mg–Zn–Nd intermetallic phases along the α–Mg grain boundaries. (c) In situ SLM ZK60–0.4Cu alloys maintain a 

low weight loss rate during biodegradation, while demonstrating (d) antibacterial properties against E. coli (Reprinted from [70] with permission from Elsevier). 
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ate and reduce the magnetic properties of iron [125] . Among the

lloying elements, manganese is considered promising, since it

annot only improve the biodegradation rate of iron [126–128] ,

ut can also lead to anti-ferromagnetic Fe–Mn alloys [129] . A

race of manganese has been found to play an important role in

steogenesis and bone resorption [130] . Besides manganese, noble

etals, such as Ag, Au, Pd, and Pt [131–133] have been used to

reate second phases in Fe-based alloys ( e.g. , Fe–Ag, Fe–Au, Fe–Pd

nd Fe–Pt), which can induce micro-galvanic coupling to stimulate

e degradation. 

Even though alloying pure iron can speed up its biodegradation

n vitro , such improvements have not been observed in vivo .

he non-invasive monitoring of pure iron and iron reinforced

ith 5 wt% bioceramics ( i.e. , HA), tricalcium phosphate (TCP), or

iphasic calcium phosphate (BCP) implanted in sheep forelegs for

0 days has shown insignificant reductions in the sizes of these

iomaterials [134 , 135] . Similarly, two Fe-based alloys, namely

e–10Mn–1Pd and Fe–21Mn–0.7C–1Pd (in wt%), have displayed

lmost no structural changes after implantation in rat femurs

or 52 weeks ( Fig. 10 a) [136] . Although signs of degradation

ere present, no remarkable weight reductions were observed

 Fig. 10 b). The inadequate biodegradation rate was explained by

nsufficient oxygen transport to the biomaterial surface, due to

 dense layer of biodegradation products that wrapped around

he surface and hindered further degradation of iron [136] . These
ndings suggest that Fe-based biomaterials should be designed to

e highly porous so as to allow high permeability for accelerated

iodegradation. 

As for biocompatibility, in vivo studies on bulk Fe-based bioma-

erials have reported no systemic toxicity [124] . The Fe–10Mn–1Pd

nd Fe–21Mn–0.7C–1Pd alloys were found to show no signs of

ocal toxicity or clinical abnormalities, when implanted transcor-

ically in 38 rat femurs for 52 weeks [136] . Although Fe ions

ere present in the biomaterial’s vicinity ( Fig. 10 c), no harm to

he neighboring bone tissue was observed. The Fe-based bioma-

erials were well integrated and enveloped by a narrow flap of

onnective tissue. In addition, an in vivo study on pure iron and

e-bioceramic composites including Fe-5HA, Fe-5TCP, and Fe-5BCP,

ave exhibited no systemic toxicity after 60 days of implantation

n sheep forelegs [134] . Normal dynamic blood responses and no

ellular stresses were observed throughout the in vivo study. His-

ological analysis determined the presence of inflammatory cells

 i.e. , macrophages, granular tissue, and fibrous tissue) surrounding

he Fe-bioceramic composites, as the sign of active biodegradation

nd wound healing process ( Fig. 10 d) [134] . 

On the other hand, an in vivo study on Fe-30 wt% Mn im-

lanted in rat femurs reported that the biomaterial might act as a

ocal irritant, although the finding was not statistically significant

137] . A small-scale necrotic bone was found to be engulfed in

he corrosion products along with the presence of macrophages.
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Fig. 10. Fe-based biomaterials: In vivo biodegradation and biocompatibility. (a) Neither structural changes (b) nor significant weight losses of cylindrical Fe-based biomaterials 

(specimens with a diameter of 1.6 mm and a length of 8 mm) were observed after a 52-week in vivo test (Reprinted from [136] with permission from Elsevier). (c) Detection 

of Fe 2 + /Fe 3 + (Quincke stain), Fe 2 + (Turnbull Blue stain) and Fe 3 + (Prussian Blue stain) in the vicinity of pure Fe ( vicinity in vivo ) (Reprinted from [136] with permission from 

Elsevier). (d) A histological analysis (in hematoxylin and eosin staining) of (i, ii) pure Fe, (iii, iv) Fe–HA, (v, vi) Fe–TCP, and (vii, viii) Fe–BCP, after a 70-day in vivo test. � –

bone, � – void after implant removal, � – macrophages, � – granular tissue and ◦ – fibrous tissue (Reprinted from [134] © 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.). (e) Bone remodeling 

occurs during the in vivo tests of Fe–Mn–Si alloys (periodic acid-Schiff stain). After two weeks, (i) a small bone necrosis region (black arrow, × 100) and (ii) empty lacunae 

(black arrow) with some osteocytes (white arrow) were found in bigger trabeculae ( × 900). After 4 weeks, (iii) new osteoid tissue and osteoblasts (black arrow) were present 

in the trabecular bone ( × 900) (Reprinted from [138] with permission from Elsevier). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred 

to the web version of this article.) 
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Nonetheless, there were no adverse systemic effects determined

[137] . Furthermore, the addition of silicon to Fe–Mn biomaterials

has been found to improve their biocompatibility. In an in vivo

study of a bulk Fe–Mn–Si alloy (with a ratio of 3:2:2) implanted

in rat tibia for 28 days, the bone regeneration process was
ound to continue [138] . An increase in the ALP activity after 14

ays of implantation suggested active bone formation. Moreover,

istological analysis confirmed the start of bone remodeling after

wo weeks, when some apoptotic osteocytes were observed, fol-

owed by the appearance of osteoblasts at week 4 ( Fig. 10 e) [138] .
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Fig. 11. AM of Fe-based biomaterials. (a) The porous morphologies of ex situ binder-jetted Fe–Mn and Fe–Mn–1Ca alloys, (b) the Fe–Mn–1Ca alloy having a higher elec- 

trochemical corrosion rate than the Fe–Mn alloy (Reprinted from [87] with permission from Elsevier). (c) Open porous topologically-ordered AM pure Fe improves (d) the 

electrochemical corrosion rate and (e) reduces the impedance values as compared to cold-rolled Fe. (f) The visual changes of AM pure Fe (cylindrical scaffold sample with a 

diameter of 10 mm and a height of 10.5 mm) during 4 weeks of in vitro immersion tests, where corrosion products become denser over time and envelop the open porous 

structure of the biomaterial (Reprinted from [30] with permission from Elsevier) 
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verall, a normal blood homeostasis was observed during the slow

iodegradation of the Fe–Mn–Si alloy. 

Recent developments of AM technologies have opened up

ew possibilities to improve the biodegradation profiles of Fe-

ased biomaterials through porous topological and multi-material

esigns. Ex situ binder-jetting of Fe-30 wt% Mn with an open

orosity of 36.3% has been shown to result in a material with an

lectrochemical corrosion rate of 0.73 mm/year, which is ~11 times

igher than that of pure iron with the same exposed surface area

86] . Moreover, the inclusion of 1 wt% calcium in the pre-alloyed

inder-jetting of Fe-35 wt% Mn increased the biodegradation rate

rom 0.04 mm/year to 0.07 mm/year ( Fig. 11 a-b) [87] . Furthermore,

M topologically ordered porous pure iron with 80% porosity has

emonstrated an electrochemical corrosion rate of 1.18 mm/year,

hich is ~12 times higher than that of cold-rolled iron, and has

ed to a lower impedance value as compared to its cold-rolled

ounterparts ( Fig. 11 c-e) [30] . 

Although the electrochemical corrosion values of AM porous

e-based biomaterials have been generally found to increase,

alidation through in vitro immersion tests is still required. After

 weeks of static immersion in a revised simulated body fluid,

orous AM pure iron achieved only 3.1% weight loss [30] . The

mall mass reduction was attributed to the dense corrosion

roducts that covered the porous structure ( Fig. 11 f), preventing

urther biodegradation of porous iron from occurring. Similarly,

n vitro immersion of binder-jetted Fe-30Mn resulted in a neg-

igible weight loss 71 , 86] . These outcomes may also be due to

n inadequate in vitro fluid flow, different atmosphere conditions
rom those occur in vivo , as well as the absence of blood cells and

acrophages, which could have contributed to the faster biodegra-

ation of biomaterials and the removal of the corrosion products.

bviously, performing a long-term in vivo biodegradation study

n porous AM Fe-based biomaterials is of critical importance.

owever, no such studies have been performed to date. Recently, a

-week in vivo study of SLM Fe-35 wt% Mn, having a 43% porosity,

as shown an on-going new bone forming process with good

ony-implant integration [71] . 

In addition to an improved rate of electrochemical biodegra-

ation, the progress in AM using multi-material has introduced

ther functionalities to Fe-based biomaterials including anti-

erromagnetic properties, improved osteosynthesis properties, and 

ssistance in cortical bone cancer treatment. Ex situ binder-jetted

e–30Mn [86] and Fe–35Mn–1Ca [87] have been shown to gen-

rate ε-martensite and γ -austenite Fe–Mn phases ( Fig. 12 a-b)

uring the post-AM sintering stage. The ε and γ –Fe–Mn phases

ossessed the intrinsic anti-ferromagnetic properties [139] . Fur-

hermore, ex situ Fe–30CaSiO 3 (in wt%) composites fabricated using

aterial extrusion not only improved the in vivo osteosynthesis

ignificantly as compared to pure iron but also demonstrated

he potential for bone cancer therapy ( Fig. 12 c). In the case of

 Fe–30CaSiO 3 biomaterial synergized with laser and reactive

xygen species (ROS), the therapeutic effects of tumor treatment

 Fig. 12 d) were enhanced, as demonstrated in an in vivo study

89] . 

Overall, Fe-based biomaterials have shown their potential as

emporary load-bearing bone implants. Regardless of the systemic
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Fig. 12. Multi-functional AM Fe-based biomaterials. The phase transformation of (a) α–Fe and α–Mn into the anti-ferromagnetic ε-martensite and γ -austenite Fe–Mn phases 

after sintering (Reprinted from [86] with permission from Elsevier). (b) Ex situ binder-jetted Fe–Mn and Fe–Mn–Ca alloys exhibit an anti-ferromagnetic γ -austenite Fe–Mn 

phase (Reprinted from [87] with permission from Elsevier). Fe–CaSiO 3 composites (c) stimulate the osteogenic response of the biomaterials in vivo , as compared to pure Fe 

and (d) are capable of reducing the growth of bone tumors when combined with laser treatments and ROS [89] . 
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biocompatibility reported in all in vivo studies, Fe-based biomate-

rials may act as a local irritant, due to the toxicity of the corrosion

products. Details on the interactions of Fe-based degradation prod-

ucts with bone tissue and inflammatory responses are still unclear.

More research employing (multi-material) AM technologies for

porous Fe-based biomaterials is required not only to improve the

biodegradation profile, but also to understand the degradation

behavior that strongly affects the biocompatibility of Fe-based

biomaterials. 

4. Concluding remarks and future perspectives 

The initial effort s of the bone tissue engineering community

were mainly focused on fabricating biomaterials that mimic the

macrostructure of the natural bone. Recent effort s have been

mobilized to produce biomaterials using the AM technologies that

allow for the realization of micro-architectured porous geometries

and the placement of the right biomaterial at the right place

for bone regeneration. Given the possibility of high-precision

manufacturing of complex macro- and micro-architectured porous

biomaterials, the AM technologies are undoubtedly linked to the

future of metallic biomaterials for bone implants. 

Clearly, AM technologies intrinsically provide the potential

for multi-material fabrication that have not yet been extensively

explored for bone implant applications. Using multi-material AM

technologies, the functional requirements of biomaterials for bone

implants, such as long-term mechanical properties for permanent

use, short-term mechanical integrity, and biodegradation for tem-

porary replacements, as well as biocompatibility, can be tailored

not only through structural design but also via adjustment of

material types or compositions. 

Among the available multi-material AM technologies, extrusion-

based AM, using multi-material powder-based feedstock, appears

to be the most straightforward option due to its capability of

fabricating complex multi-material interfaces with a simple man-

ufacturing process. For the multi-material extrusion-based AM
o be successful in fabricating metallic bone substitutes, the

abrication processes, implant design, and material choice need

o be properly selected. Understanding the chemistry of multiple

aterials in the feedstock, which may or may not affect the AM

rocess, structure, and material properties, is essential. In addi-

ion, ensuring a homogenous distribution of multiple materials

n the feedstock prior to AM and in the fabricated biomaterials

s equally important in order to achieve near-isotropic material

roperties. Together with appropriate AM processing parame-

ers, the multi-material feedstock with shear-thinning behavior

nd free-standing characteristics should allow continuous, stable

eposition of structures even when the aspect ratios are high.

ost-AM debinding and sintering need to be adjusted with respect

o temperature, time, and atmosphere in order to achieve spe-

ific microstructures and biomaterial functionalities. Even though

he multi-material extrusion-based technology has been so far

rimarily applied to Fe-based bone-substituting [89] , it can, in

rinciple, be applied to a wide range of powdered feedstock

aterials for various multi-functionalities, including metallic bio-

aterials, such as tantalum-based alloys and shape memory-based

lloys 

The future research on the multi-material extrusion-based AM

or metallic biomaterials should be directed towards enhanced

bilities to introduce materials of different types or compositions

ocally at a few micrometer scale within the structure. This will ad-

ance the technology towards improved control over the resulting

mplant properties. Additionally, fabricating geometrically complex

ulti-functional biomaterials should involve easily dissolvable

r decomposable sacrificial support materials that will pose no

dverse effects on the performance and biocompatibility of the

esultant biomaterials. Finally, combining multi-material extrusion-

ased AM with two-dimensional nanopatterning on each layer

140–142] during the fabrication process could further improve the

unctionalities of the final biomaterials through the optimization

f surface nanotopography. Overall, multi-material extrusion-based

M technologies hold a great promise for advancing the state
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f the art in the fabrication of metallic multi-functional bone

ubstitutes. 

In short, substantial progress has been made in developing

ulti-functional Ti-, Mg-, and Fe-based biomaterials aimed for

pplications as orthopedic implants. AM Ti-based implants have

een applied clinically, while the research is continuing on Mg-

nd Fe-based biomaterials. Multi-material AM of Ti-based bioma-

erials including alloys other than Ti–6Al–4 V promises significant

mprovements in the microstructure, mechanical characteristics,

nd biological performance of the resulting materials including

ntibacterial properties, anti-inflammatory responses, and the

pregulation of angiogenesis-related genes. For Mg-based bioma-

erials, multi-material AM has addressed the issue of decreasing

he biodegradation rate of these alloys, while improving their

echanical strength and inducing antibacterial properties. Multi-

aterial AM for Fe-based biomaterials aims at achieving faster

iodegradation rates, altering the ferromagnetic properties of

uch materials and enhancing their biocompatibility. In conclu-

ion, multi-material AM technologies are expected to enable the

roper selection of materials and compositions to improve the

unctionalities of Ti-, Mg-, and Fe-based bone substitutes. 
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